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ABSTRACT
Although used by most of system developers, imperative lan-
guages are known for not being able to provide easily recon-
figurable, platform independent and strictly modular appli-
cations. ISO/IEC has recently developed a new video coding
standard called Reconfigurable Video Coding (RVC), with
the objective of providing modular and concurrent spec-
ifications of complex video codecs that constitute a bet-
ter starting point for implementation of applications using
video compression. Multimedia security applications are
traditionally developed in imperative languages mainly be-
cause the required multimedia codecs were only available
in specification and implementations based on imperative
languages. Therefore, aside from the technical challenges
inherited from multimedia codecs, multimedia security ap-
plications also face a number of other challenges which are
only specific to them. Since a number of multimedia codecs
are already available in the RVC framework, multimedia
security applications can now also be developed using this
new development framework. This paper explains why the
RVC framework approach can be used to efficiently over-
come those technical challenges better than existing imper-
ative languages. In addition, the paper demonstrates how
the RVC framework can be used to quickly develop mul-
timedia security applications by presenting some examples
including a joint H.264/AVC video encryption-encoding sys-
tem, a joint JPEG image encryption-encoding system and a
image watermarking system in JPEG compressed-domain.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.4.2 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: Com-
pression (Coding); E.3 [Data]: Data Encryption
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the security of multimedia applications

has become an important requirement that creators, pro-
ducers, distributors and consumers of multimedia products
cannot ignore anymore. This is because nowadays it is much
easier for attackers to make pirate copies, to crack commer-
cial multimedia systems, to attack online multimedia ser-
vices, and so forth. So as to ensure the protection of mul-
timedia content, a number of multimedia security schemes
(multimedia encryption, watermarking and information hid-
ing etc.) have been developed and are being used in different
forms.

In order to devise any multimedia security scheme (e.g.,
joint multimedia encryption-encoding, watermarking and in-
formation hiding in compressed-domain, etc.), traditionally
researchers have been working directly on the codec imple-
mentations mostly available in the form written using im-
perative languages such as C/C++, Java, etc. However,
most imperative languages are not strictly modular and of-
ten have dependencies on a specific platform1, which results
in a number of challenges the developers have to overcome
in building reconfigurable and platform-independent mul-
timedia security systems. Furthermore, many multimedia
security techniques may be applied to multiple multimedia
codecs, so benchmarking the security properties of differ-
ent multimedia security techniques with multiple multime-
dia codecs can be a very time and resource consuming task
because those multimedia codecs are often implemented in
completely different software (SW) architectures and written
using different imperative languages. This fact also makes a
judicial comparison of those multimedia security techniques
rather difficult since the underlying multimedia codecs are
not working on the same base.

Using imperative programming languages as the main de-
velopment tool has introduced some technical challenges in
the design and implementation of more and more compli-

1In the context of MPEG RVC framework, the word “plat-
form” has a more broader meaning than usual. Basically, it
covers the whole environment converting source code to ex-
ecutables and running the executables, which include the
compilers, the operating system, the virtual machine (if
any), and the underlying hardware.



cated multimedia codecs [24]. The main difficulties and
impediments include the difficulty of reusing modules, the
reconfiguration of existing codecs, and the impossibility of
porting an existing implementation to a completely differ-
ent platform without major redesign tasks. So as to re-
duce the problem related to those technical challenges, the
ISO/IEC SC29/WG11 committee, better known as MPEG,
has recently standardized a framework called RVC (Recon-
figurable Video Coding) [32,33]. The salient features of the
RVC framework include modularity, reusability, reconfigura-
tion, platform independence and code analyzability. While
the RVC framework has been standardized in the context of
video coding, it is actually a general framework for all data-
driven applications. As a result, it has been successfully ap-
plied to development of different kinds of multimedia (video,
audio, image and graphics) codecs [11–13, 20, 21, 26, 33, 39].
In addition, it has also been used to develop a Crypto Tools
Library (CTL) [19], which provides a set of cryptosystems
developed using languages and tools standardized by the
RVC framework, making it possible to efficiently build re-
configurable multimedia encryption applications for differ-
ent platforms.

In this paper, we discuss some technical challenges in
building and benchmarking multimedia security applications
and show how these challenges can be addressed by using the
RVC framework. We showcase a number of multimedia secu-
rity applications to highlight the ease and benefits of build-
ing multimedia security applications in the RVC framework.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After
giving an overview of the RVC framework in Sec. 2, Sec-
tion 3 discusses the challenges for building and benchmark-
ing multimedia security applications and shows how they
can be better handled using the RVC framework. Section 4
showcases several examples of multimedia security systems
developed based on the RVC framework. Conclusions and
future work directions are summarized in Sec. 5.

2. RECONFIGURABLE VIDEO CODING
The RVC framework was standardized by the ISO/IEC to

better respond to the technical challenges of developing spec-
ifications of complex video coding algorithms structured into
multiple video coding standards [32, 33]. One main concern
of MPEG is how to make the codec specification modular, so
that common building blocks of different standards are iden-
tified and video codecs can be specified as different configu-
rations (e.g., different video coding standards, different pro-
files and/or levels, different system requirements) of a stan-
dard library of components. So as to achieve this goal, the
RVC standard defines a framework that covers different nor-
mative and non-normative steps of the whole video codec de-
velopment process. The community interested in using the
RVC standard has also developed non-normative supporting
tools [3,8,9] that support the process of editing/simulating a
standard RVC codec specification, and transforming it into
proprietary implementations towards various platforms.

In essence, the RVC framework provides a specification
that is a good starting point for SW and HW implementa-
tions by enabling developers to work on a single platform-
independent design at a higher level of abstraction than
traditional sequential specifications. The portability of the
specification and the backends of the supporting tools enable
to generate, from the same high level design, implementa-
tions that target different platforms such as general-purpose

PCs, heterogeneous embedded systems, mobile phones, and
FPGAs [22, 35]. In principle, the RVC framework also sup-
ports hardware/software co-design by converting part of a
design into software and the other part into hardware [46].
The RVC framework is based on dataflow programming [27]
that allows automatic code analysis to facilitate large-scale
design-space exploitation stages such as identifying compo-
nents for increasing the explicit parallelism of implemen-
tations running on multi-core and many-core systems, or
other transformations to optimize efficient partitioning and
scheduling of implementations [22,25,40].

The RVC standard is composed of two parts: MPEG-
B Part 4 [32] and MPEG-C Part 4 [33]. MPEG-B Part 4
defines the languages and the formalism for specifying con-
figurations of video codecs, and MPEG-C Part 4 defines a
standard library of algorithms in the form of dataflow com-
ponents (VTL2) that are composed of a number of func-
tional units (FUs) as platform-independent building blocks
of MPEG standard compliant video decoders [33]. To sup-
port the RVC dataflow framework, MPEG-B Part 4 stan-
dardizes three languages: a dataflow programming language
called RVC-CAL (a subset of the original CAL Language
specification [27]) for describing platform-independent FUs,
an XML dialect called FNL (FU Network Language) for de-
scribing connections between FUs, and another XML dialect
called RVC-BSDL for describing the syntax format of video
bitstreams.

Figure 1 illustrates how a video decoder is represented and
how proprietary or platform-specific implementations are
generated from an RVC codec specification. The first step
of the process is to describe the video decoder in the form of
an FU network description (FND) by using FNL, where the
FUs are components of the VTL. Given the FND, an instan-
tiation process is invoked to select the required FUs from the
MPEG VTL to produce an abstract decoder model (ADM).
The ADM can then be automatically translated into decoder
implementations that can execute on the target platform to
decode video data. The transformation process from the
ADM to platform dependent implementations is not speci-
fied by the standard and is performed by mapping the RVC-
CAL and FNL code into compilable source code written in
a target programming language such as C/C++, Java, Ver-
ilog/VHDL by an appropriate code synthesis tool. Note that
the whole process is fully automated if both the VTL and
the FND are available and any of the non-normative SW or
HW synthesis tools are used [35,46].

Although the RVC framework is developed in the context
of video coding, it is actually a general-purpose framework
that is particularly well adapted to specify and implement
any data/streaming-driven application such as cryptosys-
tems. By using the RVC framework, we have already built
a library of cryptographic FUs that we call Crypto Tools Li-
brary (CTL) [19]. We have used the standard MPEG RVC
VTL, the non-standard CTL and some other non-standard
FUs to develop some multimedia security applications in-
cluding joint multimedia encryption-encoding applications
and digital watermarking systems in compressed domain.

2Currently, VTL covers decoding algorithms only, however
encoding algorithms may be part of future editions of the
RVC standard. In order to facilitate our discussion, in the
rest of this section, we will focus more on decoders as what
has been standardized, but all the concepts can be general-
ized to encoders.
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Figure 1: The process of decoder representation and
implementation generation in the RVC framework.
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of jointly using
the VTL, the CTL and other non-standard FUs

in the RVC framework.

Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of using VTL with
CTL and other non-standard FUs in the RVC framework.

The real conceptual innovation of the RVC framework
is the usage of RVC-CAL as abstraction for the specifica-
tion, the analysis and the generation of implementations.
RVC-CAL as mentioned above is a subset of the CAL [27]
dataflow programming language that was created as part of
the Ptolemy project at the University of California, Berke-
ley in 2003 [10]. In CAL, FUs are implemented as actors
containing a number of fireable actions and internal states.
In the CAL’s term, the data units that are exchanged among
actors are called tokens. Each actor can contain both input
and output ports that receive input tokens and produce out-
put tokens, respectively. Each action of an actor may fire
depending on four different conditions: 1) input token avail-
ability; 2) guard conditions; 3) finite-state machine based
action scheduling; 4) action priorities. In CAL, actors are
the basic functional entities that can run in parallel, but ac-
tions in an actor are atomic, meaning that only one action
can fire at one time. This structure gives a balance between
modularity and parallelism and makes automatic analysis
on actor merging and splitting possible. Figure 3 shows the
internal structure of a CAL actor in an FU network.

FNL is used to specify a network of actors (or FUs) by pro-
viding information about connections among FUs and FU
parameters. The third language defined in the RVC frame-
work, RVC-BSDL, is used to specify a bitstream syntax and

Actions

StateState 
Variables

Figure 3: The internal structure of an RVC-CAL
actor in an FU network.

supports the automatic synthesis of the corresponding bit-
stream parser.

Currently, there are three main RVC tools available: Open-
DF [8], ORCC (Open RVC-CAL Compiler) [9] and Graphiti
[3]. Both OpenDF and ORCC provide an RVC-CAL ed-
itor and an RVC simulator. OpenDF includes a Verilog
HDL code generation backend, and ORCC includes C/C++,
Java, LLVM and VHDL code generation backends. Graphiti
is a graphical tool for editing FU networks.

The concept of data-flow programming is actually very
general and the basic idea can be traced back to the 1960s
[47]. The past half century has witnessed many data-flow
programming languages and development tools that follow
the basic concept and provide some features similar to what
the RVC framework can offer. Many programming lan-
guages and development tools have been widely used in in-
dustry. However, the RVC framework was designed to offer
a richer set of features that are needed for multimedia appli-
cations than other existing solutions as shown in Table 1. It
should be noted that here we consider only features that are
relevant for the goals of this paper. Table 1 is in no sense
an exhaustive overview of the pros and cons of all solutions.

3. CHALLENGES FOR MULTIMEDIA SE-
CURITY APPLICATIONS

In this section, we present the challenges of building and
benchmarking multimedia security applications using imper-
ative languages (like C/C++, Java etc.) and how these
challenges can be more easily handled by using the RVC
framework. To make a concrete sense of the challenges,
we use multimedia encryption/decryption as an example of
multimedia security applications, however in general these
challenges do indeed apply to other multimedia security ap-
plications as well.

3.1 Challenges
Implementing a multimedia encryption/decryption algo-

rithm in imperative languages poses the following challenges.

• Locating encryption/decryption points: Because
most imperative languages do not have a very strict re-
quirement on modularity, it is often very time consum-
ing to locate the proper points to insert the encipher/de-
cipher in the source code of an existing multimedia
codec. Note that for some codec implementations and
multimedia encryption algorithms, it is necessary to
insert the encipher/decipher code at multiple places,
which further complicates the problem.



Table 1: Comparison of the RVC framework and some existing solutions. The ten columns in the table
represent the following features: A) high-level (abstract) modeling and simulation; B) platform independence;
C) code analyzability (i.e., semi-automated design-space exploitation); D) hardware code generation; E)
software code generation; F) hardware-software co-design; G) the number of supported target languages; H)
open-source or free implementations; I) international standard.

A B C D E F G H I

RVC Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 6 Yes Yes

ImpulseC [23] No No No Yes No Yes 1 No No

Handel-C [37] No No No Yes No No 1 No No

Spark [28] No No No Yes No Yes 1 No No

BlueSpec [43] Yes No Yes Yes Yes No 2 No No

Koski [36] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 3 No No

Daedalus [15,48] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 3 Yes No

PeaCE [29] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 3 Yes No

Simulink [5–7] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 4 No No

LabVIEW [4] Yes Yes Yes No No No 0 No No

Esterel [1, 2] No Yes No Yes Yes No 2 Yes
Not
yet

CoWare [45] Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 2 No No

Synopsys System
Studio [14]

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 3 No No

Cryptol [16,38] Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 5 No No

CAO [17,42] Yes Yes No No Yes No 3 No No

• Distortion of codec implementation: Mixing the
implementations of encipher/decipher with encoder/
decoder introduces distortions in the core implemen-
tation of encoder/decoder and affects its reusability.
Furthermore, this mixing of code may also introduce
some side effects, e.g. the synchronization of different
modules may be disturbed. Hence, the developers also
have to study those potential side effects and find a
proper solution.

• Platform dependence: In order to implement any
multimedia encryption algorithm for different hard-
ware/software platforms, developers have to implement
them in different target implementation languages sup-
ported by those platforms. Since the implementation
of same codec in different programming languages gen-
erally follow different implementation styles (depend-
ing on the features provided by programming languages
and expertise of the codec developer), implementing
the same multimedia encryption algorithm for differ-
ent platforms is a very laborious task.

• Non-judicial performance benchmarking: In the
light of above points, while it may not be very difficult
to manually implement a specific multimedia encryp-
tion algorithm for a specific multimedia codec, we will
have much more trouble to conduct a judicial perfor-
mance benchmarking of different multimedia encryp-
tion algorithms for multiple multimedia codecs. In
cases when some codecs are developed in different pro-
gramming languages, it will become extremely diffi-
cult to incorporate them into a single benchmarking
system for the purpose of a fair performance compar-
ison. There will be even more troubles, if we have to
extend the benchmark system to cover different hard-
ware/software platforms.

3.2 Solutions
In essence, building multimedia encryption/decryption ap-

plications in the RVC framework provides natural solutions
to the above-described challenges. In the following, we briefly
explain how these challenges can be more easily met by using
the RVC framework.

• Locating encryption/decryption points: FUs in
the RVC framework are strictly modular. They have
constant and well-defined I/O interfaces (FUs encapsu-
late their own states and communicate with the out-
side world only via tokens), so the insertion of enci-
pher/decipher FUs does not require developers to look
into the inside code of codec FUs. Rather, it is only
a matter of visually reviewing the graphical network
of the codec, locating the candidate FUs (e.g., zig-zag
ordering and entropy coding in Fig. 5) that produce to-
kens of our interests and tunneling the data channels
to pass through the added encipher/decipher FUs.

• Preservation of codec implementation: Since ad-
dition of encipher/decipher FUs does not require to
change any encoding/decoding FUs, building multi-
media encryption/decryption algorithm in the RVC
framework preserves the generic encoder/decoder FUs
and does not compromise their reusability.

• Platform independence: As highlighted in Sec. 2,
RVC is a platform-independent framework. Building
multimedia encryption algorithms in the RVC frame-
work allows developers to code only once and generate
the hardware/software implementations for different
platforms via an automated code generation process.
The liberty of having platform-independent represen-
tations not only saves enormous time of application



developers, but also allows easier maintenance of the
source code.

• Judicial performance benchmarking: While work-
ing in the RVC framework, different multimedia en-
cryption algorithms can be built by reusing exactly
the same video codec. This allows the performance
benchmarking to be more judicial and to be conducted
for many platforms without re-programming. As high-
lighted in Sec. 2, video codecs built in the RVC frame-
work can reuse many FUs from the VTL. For scenarios
where we need to benchmark the same multimedia en-
cryption algorithms over different multimedia codecs,
the reusability of the same VTL FUs makes the overall
performance benchmarking to remain judicial.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN EXAMPLES
In this section, we showcase three multimedia security ap-

plications developed using the RVC framework. The first
one is a joint encryption-encoding H.264/AVC videos and
the second is a joint decryption-decoding systems for JPEG
images. The third example is an image watermarking system
working in JPEG compressed-domain. We present the three
examples in the following three subsections, respectively.

4.1 Joint H.264/AVC Encryption-Encoding
In this subsection, we present sign bit encryption and de-

cryption of H.264/AVC videos [34]. A stream cipher called
ARC4 (Alleged RC4) [41] is used as the underlying cryp-
tosystem for encrypting sign bits. The sign bit encryption
system is designed to maintain format compliance of the en-
crypted video bitstreams. We used the RVC-based baseline
profile implementations of encoder [21,22] and decoder [33].
In order to cross verify the functional correctness of the
H.264/AVC sign bit encryption/decryption system, we used
both the reference implementation of H.264/AVC [18] and
Vega H.264 Analyzer [30] to validate the conformance of the
generated encrypted bitstreams.

4.1.1 ARC4 based Sign Bits Flipper
As part of the joint multimedia encryption-encoding sys-

tem, we built a sign bit flipper based on the ARC4 stream
cipher and used it to flip the sign bits of all DCT coeffi-
cients. Figure 4 shows the FU network of our sign bits flip-
per module. The Extract_Sign_Bits FU extracts the sign
bits of all DCT coefficients, combines each eight consecu-
tive bits to form one byte and then sends each byte to the
ARC4 stream cipher FU for further processing. The ARC4 FU
encrypts each input byte and sends the output byte to the
Change_Sign_Bits FU, which breaks each byte into eight
encrypted sign bits and then assigns them back to the cor-
responding DCT coefficients. It should be noted that we
used the same sign bit flipper FU as the encipher and the
decipher in encoder and decoder sides since both the ARC4
stream cipher and the sign bit encryption are totally sym-
metric.

4.1.2 Joint Video Encryption-Encoding
In order to encrypt the sign bits of all DCT coefficients,

we decided to perform the encryption just before the entropy
coding stage (the Context Adaptive Variable Length Cod-
ing (CAVLC) in our case). Therefore, at the encoder side,
the sign bits flipper FU network is inserted after the zig-zag
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Figure 4: The ARC4 based sign bits flipper FU net-
work.

ordering of DCT coefficients, but before the start of the core
functionality of the CAVLC. Figure 5 shows a partial view
of the XDF network of the sign bit encryption system. All
DCT coefficients pass through the RC4_Sign_Bits_Flipper

FU of Fig. 4 (highlighted by a red frame box; the same here-
inafter) to get encrypted before they travel to other FUs of
CAVLC. This clearly emphasizes how easy it is for the de-
velopers to insert the encipher into the encoder as a recon-
figurable add-on. It should be emphasized that no other
changes were done to the original encoder except inserting
the encipher. This point will be repeatedly shown in other
examples presented in this section.
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Figure 5: The ARC4 based sign bits encryption-
encoding for H.264/AVC videos.

4.1.3 Joint Video Decryption-Decoding
Since the sign bits were encrypted just before the CAVLC

encoder, to correctly decrypt the sign bits of all DCT coeffi-
cients at the decoder side, the sign bits flipper FU network is
inserted just after entropy decoding. Figure 6 shows a par-
tial view of the XDF network of the sign bit decryption sys-
tem. The RC4_Sign_Bits_Flipper FU is inserted between
the Algo_BlockExpand_AVC and Algo_BlockSplit_AVC FUs
(which are standardized FUs in VTL [33]). All DCT coeffi-
cients pass through the RC4_Sign_Bits_Flipper FU to get
decrypted before they travel to the Algo_BlockSplit_AVC

FU and go through the remainder of the decoder. Once
again, we show it is relatively-easy to locate the decipher’s
insertion point and to insert the decipher into the decoder.
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Figure 6: The ARC4 based sign bits decryption-
decoding for H.264/AVC videos.



4.2 Joint JPEG Encryption-Encoding
In this subsection, we present DC encryption and decryp-

tion of JPEG images [31]. We again used the ARC4 stream
cipher as the underlying cryptosystem for encrypting DC co-
efficients. This DC encryption system is designed to main-
tain format compliance of the encrypted image bitstreams.
We used the RVC-based implementations of JPEG codec
available in the Open RVC-CAL Applications Project [12].

4.2.1 ARC4 based DC Encryption
As part of the joint JPEG image encryption-encoding sys-

tem, we built a DC encipher application based on the ARC4
stream cipher and used it to encrypt the DC coefficients.
This application scans the bitstream generated by the JPEG
encoder’s Huffman encoding FU to locate the codeword and
fixed-length additional bits corresponding to each DC coef-
ficient.

Figure 7 shows the DC encipher FU network. In order to
retain the compression efficiency, we chose to only encrypt
the fixed-length coded additional bits after the Huffman cat-
egory codeword of each DC coefficient. In addition, in or-
der to keep the encipher simple, we used the quantized DC
coefficients to skip the category code without decoding it.
Alternatively, this can also be done by building the Huff-
man tables of the category coding inside the encipher. But
this will make the encipher complex. Another input of the
DC_Encipher FU, IP3_Count, informs the DC_Encipher FU
about the number of bits in each block and is used to skip
AC coefficients in each block without decoding them. The
Extract_Bits FU extracts the fixed-length additional bits
from the encoded bitstream, and sends them to the ARC4

stream cipher FU for further processing. The ARC4 FU en-
crypts those additional bits and sends the output bits to the
Change_Bits FU, which replaces the original additional bits
by the encrypted ones.
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Figure 7: The ARC4 based DC encipher FU net-
work.

4.2.2 Joint Image Encryption-Encoding
In order to perform the DC encryption using the DC enci-

pher module presented above, the encipher should be placed
just after the Huffman coding stage, but before the start of
bit stuffing. Figure 8 shows a partial view of the FU network
of the DC encryption system. The bitstream generated by
the Huffman FU passes through the DC_Encipher FU net-
work of Fig. 7 to gets encrypted before it travels to the
Stuffing FU and the rest of the encoder.

4.2.3 ARC4 based DC Decryption
For the joint JPEG image decryption-decoding system, we

built a DC decipher application based on the ARC4 stream
cipher. This application scans the encrypted bitstream and
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Figure 8: The ARC4 based DC encryption-encoding
for JPEG images.

decrypts the fixed-length coded additional bits of each DC
coefficient. Unlike the DC encipher application where we
successfully avoided building the Huffman tables, the DC de-
cipher cannot be built without the decoding Huffman tables
because the original DC coefficients are not available before
Huffman decoding happens (which differs from the encoder
side, where the original DCT coefficients are all available
before Huffman encoding). This makes the DC decipher ap-
plication more complex than the encipher application.

Figure 9 shows the FU network of the core of the DC
decipher. After building the decoding Huffman tables, the
Extract_Bits FU scans the bitstream to extract the en-
crypted fixed-length coded additional bits of the DC co-
efficients from the input bitstream and sends them to the
ARC4 stream cipher for further processing. The ARC4 FU de-
crypts those additional bits and sends the output bits to the
Change_Bits FU, which replaces the encrypted fixed-length
additional bits by the decrypted (original) ones.
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Figure 9: The ARC4 based DC decipher FU net-
work.

4.2.4 Joint Image Decryption-Decoding
Since the encryption of DC coefficients at the encoder side

is performed after the Huffman encoding stage, the decryp-
tion should be performed before the Huffman decoder. Fig-
ure 10 shows a partial view of the FU network of the DC
decryption system. The bitstream and the Huffman table
definitions generated by the Parser FU pass through the
DC_Decipher FU network of Fig. 9 to get decrypted before
they travel to the Huffman decoding and the rest of the
decoder.

4.3 Compressed-Domain JPEG Image Water-
marking

In this subsection, we present the third example, an image
watermarking scheme working in JPEG compressed-domain,
which is a ported edition of the H.264/AVC watermarking
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Figure 10: The ARC4 based DC decryption-
decoding for JPEG images.

scheme proposed in [44] to JPEG compressed-domain. In
this scheme, a number of macroblocks are randomly selected
for watermark embedding and in each selected macroblock
one watermark bit is embedded in exactly one quantized
AC coefficient. The random paths at the macroblock level
and the AC coefficient level are both driven by a stream
cipher, so an attacker does not have knowledge about where
the watermark bits are embedded. The random path at
the AC coefficient level is derived from a content-dependent
sequence encrypted by the stream cipher.

We implemented the watermark embedder and detector
FU networks of this scheme, which work with the RVC
JPEG codec available in the ORCC Applications project
[12]. Figures 11 and 12 shows our implementations of the wa-
termarking embedder and detector FU networks, where the
KPi_Extractor FU generates a content-dependent sequence
and sends it to the ARC4 FU for encryption. The encrypted
sequence is then used to select an AC coefficient from the
current macroblock for watermark embedding/detection.
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Figure 11: The watermarking embedder FU net-
work.

The random path generator at the macroblock level was
implemented as an FU subnetwork as shown in Fig. 13.
Based on the size of the image, the Prepare_Indices FU
prepares the list of possible macroblock indices and sends
all indices to the ARC4 stream cipher, which then encrypts
those indices to produce a number of random indices. The
Swap_Indices FU keeps an internal list of indices for all
macroblocks, and for the i-th random index I(i) from the
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Figure 12: The watermarking detector FU network.

ARC4 FU it swaps the i-th internal index with the I(i)-th one.
The swapping operations can finally lead to a shuffled list
of macroblock indices, and any W continuous indices can be
used as the random path for watermarking purpose, where
W is the number of watermark bits embedded/detected.
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Figure 13: The random path generator FU subnet-
work.

4.3.1 Watermarking Embedder in JPEG Encoder
Figure 14 shows the watermarking embedder FU network

incorporated into the RVC JPEG encoder. Since this wa-
termarking scheme is proposed to work on quantized AC
coefficients, we inserted the watermark embedder FU net-
work after DCT coefficients are quantized, but before being
Huffman coded.
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Figure 14: The watermarking embedder working
with the RVC JPEG encoder.

As described above, the watermarking embedder FU net-
work selects a number of macroblocks and then embeds one
bit into one AC coefficient in each selected macroblock. The
embedding operation is done by replacing the least signifi-
cant bit of the selected AC coefficient with the watermark
bit. After the watermark bit is embedded, the whole mac-
roblock is forwarded to the remainder of the encoder.

4.3.2 Watermarking Detector in JPEG Decoder
Figure 15 shows the watermarking detector FU network

incorporated in the RVC JPEG decoder. Similar to the wa-
termark embedder FU network, the detector FU network



has been placed so that it can scan the quantized DCT co-
efficients before they go through the de-quantization step.
The detector FU network works very similarly to the em-
bedder FU network: it reconstructs the same random path
to select a number of macroblocks, then selects the same AC
coefficient in each selected macroblock, and finally reads the
least significant bit of the selected AC coefficient to extract
one watermark bit. After extracting the watermark bit, the
whole macroblock is forwarded to the rest of the decoder.
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Figure 15: The watermarking detector working with
the RVC JPEG decoder.

4.4 Run-Time Performance
In addition to all the benefits we can gain from using the

RVC framework, the run-time performance of the automat-
ically generated implementations from the RVC code is also
of great concern since our ultimate goal is to build practical
applications that can run efficiently on different target plat-
forms. For all the three multimedia security applications, we
generated C source code using ORCC [9]. Then, we used the
C compiler in the Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 to generate
executables that can run on Windows platforms. The per-
formance results reported in this section are calculated by
running these on a general-purpose desktop PC (HP Com-
paq 8000 Elite Convertible Minitower with an Intel Pentium
Dual-Core E5400 2.70GHz CPU and 2.0 GB main memory)
under safe-mode command prompt of Windows 7. To have
a reference for comparison, we also report the results of the
H.264/AVC and JPEG codecs without encryption nor wa-
termarking.

For H.264/AVC codec, Table 2 reports the run-time per-
formance for encoding and decoding the first 99 frames of
three test videos with and without sign bits encryption. The
results show that the time overheads caused by sign bits en-
cryption and decryption are both below 11%.

For the JPEG codec and the two JPEG multimedia se-
curity applications, all the executables were run on three
512 × 512 test images to see the real run-time performance
of the RVC applications. We used the default quantization
tables listed in Sec. K.1 of [31], and the JPEG quality fac-
tor was set to 50. The run-time performance is shown in
Table 3. One can see that all the executable run with a
reasonably fast speed. The time overheads caused by JPEG
DC encryption and decryption are less than 10% and 2%,
respectively. Similarly, the time overheads for JPEG image
watermark embedder and detector are less than 9% and 1%,
respectively.

We also checked the influence of the additional encryp-
tion and watermarking operations on the compression effi-
ciency of the H.264/AVC and JPEG codecs. As expected,
all the three RVC multimedia security applications have no
or only a negligible influence on the compression ratio: 1)

the JPEG watermarking-encoding application preserves the
compression ratio; 2) the H.264/AVC and JPEG encryption-
encoding applications only slightly change the compression
ratio.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we addressed the challenges imposed by im-

perative languages in the development and judicial bench-
marking of multimedia security applications. With the help
of three multimedia security application case studies, we
have shown how those challenges can be overcome by using
the concepts, the languages and the tools provided by the
MPEG RVC framework. In addition, we also reported some
preliminary results for the run-time performance benchmark-
ing of our three multimedia security applications.

In future, we plan to extend the run-time performance
benchmarking of multimedia security applications developed
in the RVC framework against the corresponding imple-
mentations in imperative languages on different platforms.
Based on the benchmarking results, we will be able to fig-
ure out how to further improve our RVC implementations
and RVC supporting tools. In addition, we will continue to
develop more examples of multimedia security applications.
For the long-run, we are also going to build benchmark sys-
tems for multimedia encryption and watermarking working
in compressed-domain.
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